A dream fulfilled

Scott MacCallum meets up with Celtic Manor’s Jim McKenzie, a man with a hectic few months ahead of him.

Greenkeeping – art of science

Greg Evans MG reveals the secret to cutting his greens at 2mm.

Leatherjackets continue to undermine turf

Dr Terry Mabbett casts his expert eye over the pesky leatherjacket.

“Hard work, learning new skills and great reward – it’s part for the course on the Ohio programme”

Intern, Joe Buckley, describes his time working at some of the finest clubs in the US including this year’s US Open venue, Pebble Beach.

“What’s so different about how you apply nutrition?”

David Snowden looks at the various methods used to apply nutrition.

Anatomy of... Kubota Grand L5740 HST Plus tractor

James de Havilland looks under the bonnet of a compact tractor.
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